Audience
Closeness.
Understanding
changing consumer
reactions in a
time of crisis.

About Audience Closeness.

Coronavirus has enforced unprecedented changes to the way we live 		
and work, along with levels of anxiety and uncertainty that haven’t been 		
experienced for generations.
Tribe’s clients have started to ask whether we can provide quantitative 		
and qualitative insights into the consumer response. Understanding 		
how people are reacting and adapting to the emergency situation will 		
be invaluable for businesses who want to stay close to their stakeholders,
when physical proximity is out of the question.
Tribe has a range of research and insight skills that allow businesses and 		
public sector organisations get inside the heads of customers. We 			
use big data analysis to understand the big picture and general direction
of travel. Meanwhile, nuances provided by our Audience Closeness 			
services allow organisations to keep their finger firmly on the pulse of 		
what the nation thinks and what is influencing behaviour.
The smartest organisations know they have to prepare for a ‘new normal’
that will emerge once the initial crisis is past. All around the world, teams
of strategists will be hoping to predict what will be the lasting impact 		
of COVID-19 on the way we interact with one another and the way we 		
consume products and services. The only thing that is certain is 			
this: nothing will ever be quite the same again.
Audience Closeness gives organisations access to up-to-the-minute 		
insights about:
Consumer attitudes
Customer needs in a challenging world
Changing behaviours
Key message testing
Product proposition testing
Communication campaign development
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Big data: Tribe Barometer.

Tribe’s Barometer uses big data to understand the preoccupations and 		
concerns of consumers as the Coronavirus situation develops.
Unlike other research methodologies, the Barometer does not rely on 		
recruiting samples which are limited by size. Instead, it provides a day-byday analysis of what consumers really have on their minds.
Google search is one of the most effective ways of understanding the 		
worries, questions and behaviours of large numbers of consumers. They 		
would not necessarily ask these question of their closest friends. They 		
probably would not share their innermost anxieties with a market 			
researcher. They do, however, ask Google about all manner of things 		
affecting their lives and their wellbeing.
In this heatmap example, we can see how search trends for different 		
themes relating to Coronavirus have taken shape since the beginning of 		
February. The yellow squares are the lowest volumes of search, progressing
through shades of orange to identify those bright red issues which are 		
really bothering people and prompting them to search for more 			
information.
The Barometer can be produced for generic themes, as shown here. It can
be tailored to different industries, or to groups of businesses, showing how
search for one stacks up against its competitors.
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Mapping the trends: Tribe Barometer.
•

Map shows UK interest in coronavirus measured by
Google searches over 24 hours to 6pm on 29 March 2020

•

Overall interest is proportionally greater in England
followed by Wales and Northern Ireland, with least
interest in Scotland

•

In England, overall interest is greater in the North than in
the South

•

There is a strong band of interest from the North West
and West Midlands to the East Midlands and East Anglia

Note: the map shows relative interest, ie where it is highest
and lowest, not absolute values

Relative UK interest in coronavirus by postal districts: measured by Google searches for
‘coronavirus’ over 24 hours to 6pm on 29 Mar 2020

The news coverage of Coronavirus has been relentless. One might assume
that levels of interest in the virus are equal across the UK, especially since
lockdown measures were put in place.
Tribe’s ability to map search data by UK region reveals that there is 			
quite a range in the level of interest, with the North East and South West
demonstrating particularly high levels of interest.
This analysis can be carried out for individual themes or questions. For 		
example, if an NHS Trust wanted to know how searches in its areas for 		
‘Coronavirus and pregnancy’ compared to levels of search across the UK,
the heatmap would reveal whether emphasis on related messaging might
be helpful, in view of local communication plan requirements.
Similarly, a construction company might want to know how worried 		
workers in different areas are about their job prospects and ability to work
onsite. Analysing the distribution of search across regions would help 		
answer this question.
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Case study: Danone’s insight-led
baby nutrition.

World-leading food company Danone has been a client of Tribe’s for over
10 years. During that time, we have supported the business with research,
insight, communication, creative and campaign activity – from strategic
brand planning to large scale employee engagement programmes, on a local
and global platform. Audience Closeness has always been central to the
success of this programme of activity, helping the company understand its
customers in granular detail:
The award-winning Audience Closeness programme “Mums at Heart”, 		
places the customer at the core of the business and allows employess to 		
develop a deep understanding and genuine empathy with their needs.
Programme activities include in-home immersions; accompanied shops;
co-creation workshops; video bulletins; expert ‘lunch & learn’ events and 		
video interviews with a wide range of healthcare professionals, scientists,
researchers, academics, consultants and healthcare professionals on 		
subjects including the human microbiome, mastitis, brain chemistry, and 		
neonatal development.
The insights generated have actionable impact on a wide range of strategic
and tactical activities including product & service research, development 		
and promotion; employee recruitment and on-boarding; knowledge 		
management; category growth & development; creative & communications
testing and development.
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Case study: Supporting Toolstation’s
rapid expansion.

Tribe frequently conducts research that provides in-depth understanding of
customer attitudes and requirements, as Toolstation continues its rapid retail
expansion in the UK. Now with over 400 branches nationwide, Toolstation
regularly seeks insights to continually improve its communications, service
and product offerings.
Tribe uses a combination of qualitative and quantitative methodologies to
gain a holistic understanding of the customer and their needs, including:
Focus groups and depth interviews involving multiple customer segments.
A series of store intercepts at various UK branch locations.
Facilitation and production of customer video diaries.
Online news and social media analysis, and analysis of independent reviews.
The findings and subsequent insights we provide cover all aspects of the
customer’s usage and attitudes, including:
Customer needs.
Purchase channels.
Competitor landscape.
Brand perceptions and experiences.
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Case study: Putting collectors at the
heart of Nectar.

Nectar were embarking on a significant and exciting new culture change
programme, with the vision of ‘Putting Collectors at the Heart of Nectar’.
They asked us to help bring this vision to life with customer involvement that
would generate actionable insights.
We began by training members of Nectar’s senior team in how to 			
undertake in-home immersions and identify the insights that these 			
activities can provide; and then paired them with customers we had 		
recruited to represent their varied collector segments.
Once the home-visits had been completed, we brought all the customers
and Nectar team together for an engaging and interactive co-creation 		
workshop that delved into personalities, behaviours, traits, motivations and
desires when it comes to using loyalty cards.
Following an open Q&A session where product and customer service issues
were discussed frankly and honestly, we gathered the senior team for a 		
detailed review of the outputs from their immersions and the application of
insights to their strategic planning process.
We filmed the entire event and produced a video for all employees that 		
summarised the benefits and outcomes from the activities, with one 		
senior particpant commenting: “I think we should actually do this on a more
regular basis across our business, because I think it’s so important. I think
it’s absolutely integral to us going forward”.
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Case study: Redefining customer
service & satisfaction at npower.

After npower had been rated as the UK’s worst energy supplier in terms of
customer satisfaction, the business needed to make radical changes and so
called on us to design & deliver a customer closeness programme.
We visited npower customers all over the country, filming families talking
about their lifestyles, habits and experiences. Families were recruited from
npower’s own customer panel, as well as our own ‘Tribe Mums’ panel. The
footage was turned into a number of customer insight films, which were
sent to members of npower’s Executive Circle in order to give an initial 		
insight into the world of their customers.
Next, we staged a ‘customer first’ closeness event for 23 of npower’s 		
leadership team and provided the opportunity many of them had never 		
experienced before, giving them a chance to meet their customers face to
face and gain key insights in order to improve business decisions.
Through a series of facilitated workshops, co-creation sessions, further inhome immersions, focus groups and depth interviews - all of which were 		
filmed and shared within the business, we helped npower address a range
of issues and redesign their customer processess and procedures.
Talking about our programme, the chief executive commented: “When 		
you’re on the board or at a very senior level you don’t get that time to have
face-to-face and this has been so valuable for us, to actually have time 		
listening to customers and their hopes, fears and concerns.”
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Case study: Shaping a new brand
proposition for ebay.

Whilst developing their strategy to create a dedicated platform for baby
products on their website, ebay contacted us to provide insights that could
help shape this new brand proposition.
We conducted a series of customer focus groups including pregnant women
who’d already started buying their baby items, and new mums. We 			
explored whether ebay was doing the right thing and found out exactly 		
how mums shop for baby items on and offline. We also provided insights
relating to attitudes, behaviour, price sensitivity and competitors.
ebay also wanted us to test various creative routes for the proposition with
customers: the look, feel and the language that they should use; as well as
the site UX and navigation so we could help design the optimum online 		
journey for users.
Commenting on the project, the head of customer insight UK & Europe 		
said: “You did a great job for us. We got a huge amount of insight from 		
the work Tribe did so thank you, it was fantastic and the insights have 		
underpinned the strategy. I would be delighted to recommend you guys!’
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Audience Closeness: bringing
consumer opinion & behaviour to life.
We have a wide range of research approaches in our portfolio. Our 			
expertise in digital and telephone / video research methodologies allows 		
organisations to continue to access direct-from-consumer feedback 		
as the Coronavirus situation continues.
We are able to recruit participants of any demographic for any brand and
in any sector.
Our owned community of Tribe Mums is a cost-effective source of 			
insights about Mums aged 18 - 45, with children aged 0-3 years.
Qualitative Research Capabilities
Online communities.
Online focus groups (using Zoom).
Online video depth-interviews (using Zoom).
Telephone depth interviews.
Video diaries (self recorded by respondent).
Quantitative Research Capabilities
Emotional sentiment analysis of online reviews & social media.
Unstructured text analysis.
Online surveys.
Tribe Barometer.
Bringing Research to Life
Our creative communication team is highly skilled at turning self 			
recorded material into summary films, voxpop evidence and engaging 		
resource materials which can be used by strategy and brand teams
working remotely.
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Understanding and influencing
audience behaviour.

SERVICES

Big data analysis & evaluation of online media, campaign activity and 		
audience search behaviour.
Emotional & semantic analysis & evaluation of social media and online 		
review content.
Market, competitor & cutomer intelligence; positioning & proposition 		
development.
Qualitative consumer research & insight, immersion programmes & 			
employee engagement.
Design & delivery of insight-led and data-driven PR & marketing 			
communications campaigns.
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From insight to integrated
campaigns and measurement.

Our online research tools provide market
insights at a fraction of the cost of traditional
research methods – allowing clients to access
market, competitor and customer intelligence
quickly and efficiently.

We get your business close to its potential
customers through workshops, video
content and other meaningful interactions
that provide invaluable input to product
development, as well as PR and
marketing strategies.

We create data-driven integrated marketing
and PR campaigns, that help clients build
brands from the ground up. Our content is
designed to engage the audience in a way that
influences opinions and changes behaviour.

We are driven by the need to demonstrate
credible results, not vanity metrics. Our
QualimetricsTM and PRSVTM methodologies
show how communications activity drives
genuine business outcomes such as
consideration and sales.
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About
“Tribe provides media intelligence and audience insights into
the stories that are being read about your brand, and the
conversations that are happening around them.”
We build genuine understanding between internal teams and external 		
audiences, to create empathy & understanding that feeds into integrated
campaigns that people respond positively to.
Our insight-led communications deliver real results – influencing 			
behaviour change, driving sales, building loyalty and enhancing brand 		
reputation.
We can help you move beyond meaningless vanity metrics, to focus on 		
what really generates audience response.
Our audience closeness programmes are award-winning and have been 		
trusted to deliver by clients for over 10 years.
We use big data techniques, statistical modelling including regression 		
analysis, sophisticated text mining and language framing to generate 		
real results. Our data can be correlated with viewing or sales figures.
Our team of directors has a combined experience of 100 years’ in PR, 		
marketing and research – providing the human expertise around 			
recognising insights and identifying opportunities.

Email hello@tribecomms.com, call 0845 4379340 or visit
www.tribecomms.com for more information.
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